
School Council Meeting Agenda/Minutes

Date:  For the attention of: 
Mr Chiswell

Meeting Chair :-  Mrs McGlynn - S O'Gorman Minute Taker
Attendees
Fin, Leon, Ruby, Dylan, Mason,, Arran, Lilly, Millie, James, Ruby, Rosie

Is anyone not able to attend the meeting? 

A few members were absent due to trips out.

Has everyone seen the minutes from the last meeting? 
Yes / No Yes, they have been published on the school

website
Are these minutes OK? 

Everyone agreed that the minutes
were good and they brought their
actions with them to the meeting.

Make sure the council check the website
after each meeting so they can view the
minutes. The school council are also to write
a paragraph about themselves for the
website.

First thing we are going to talk about: 
What is working well in school? The
council listed many things they feel are
working well in school. Most enjoy their
lessons and feel they are making
progress. They spoke about the lessons
they enjoy most. Science and maths
were among the most popular. The
council like that they have sensory
breaks at the end of each lesson. This
shows them when the lesson is over
and when a new one starts. They do
feel that strategies need to be looked
at for some pupils as they don't think
they are always successful. They would
like to see socials improved with a
better selection of activities. THere

Action:
● email Phase Leaders to discuss social

activities.
● update the food tech room. New

equipment and a deep clean is
required.

● survey classes on the uniform. What
could be updated?

● talk to teachers about strategies and
update them where needed.

.



were also suggestions for the uniform to
be changed as it could do with
updating.

Christmas Fair All of the council voted to have the Christmas
Fair. They enjoy the event and feel it is a
positive thing for the pupils at the school.
They even suggested a Christmas play!

The council are going to plan the stalls for the
next meeting.

Would anybody like to mention anything else? 
Pupils would like to make a child
friendly anti-bullying leaflet to show
what happens if anyone is being
affected by bullying in school.

Mrs McGLynn is to raise actions with Mr
Chiswell.

Date of next meeting?

18/11/2022


